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"Meeting of doctors and lawmakers who warn of the new corona vaccine" (representative: Nori

Takahashi) met in the Diet on the 24th, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

A total of 450 doctors nationwide who have raised concerns about the safety of the

new coronavirus vaccine submitted a petition to the Ministry of Health, Labor and

Welfare on the 24th to jointly stop the vaccination.

390 domestic doctors and 60 local council members agreed to the petition, and the

founder, Toku Takahashi, Professor Emeritus of the University of Wisconsin Medical

School (Director of the Clinic Toku), met in the Diet on the afternoon of the same day.

"The mortality rate is very low, and it is doubtful that all the people need to be

vaccinated with a gene vaccine whose safety is still unknown, even though 80% of

infected people are mildly ill." Other doctors who attended said that "the clinical trial has

not been completed" and "at least 356 people have died after the vaccination".

On this day, Taro Kono, the minister in charge of vaccines, updated his blog and

criticized that "some people shed hoaxes even though they have a doctor's license" over

vaccination. He gave specific examples such as "I don't know the long-term safety", but

Mr. Takahashi said, "The source of the information is the Ministry of Health, Labor and

Welfare's homepage." What is it? "
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Sports latest news

Takuma Inoue plays against regent boxer Shingo Wake "Show me a hot match" / BOX

2021/07/15 13:05

Other sports #boxing #Other sports

Japan Women's Softball National Team, Entering the Olympic Village

2021/07/15 12:38

Other sports #soft ball #Other sports

Official practice of sailing begins at the competition venue Enoshima

2021/07/15 12:25

Other sports

See more

Shohei Ohtani

[Story only here in the ball world (2385)] High degree of attention felt in Otani Fever NY that does not stop

2021/07/15 12:00

MLB #Ball world Only here #Sports serialization

Shohei Ohtani's granddaughter Ruth "I want you to walk your own way"

2021/07/15 08:40

MLB #Shohei Otani #MLB Attention Player

[Takehiko Kobayakawa's baseball chart] Otani, who answered the expectations of the protagonist, in the second half

of the change of feelings

2021/07/15 07:30

MLB #Shohei Otani #MLB Attention Player

See more

Entertainment latest news

"Kimetsu no Yaiba" remade duplicate manuscript, criticized, exchanged by Shueisha "

2021/07/15 13:21

society

LINEMO is a new plan 3 giga for 990 yen per month

2021/07/15 12:57

society #Economy #Entertainment feature

Hiromi Yamaguchi gets married, master Saburo Kitajima "Congratulations!"

2021/07/15 12:51
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